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Actual terracotta chariot and horses on display 

 

Imagine an army crafted over decades, all facing to the 
east, the source of so much of an Emperor’s struggles and 
conquest. It’s seemingly necessary, since the vanquished 
people are surely still resentful, angry and bitter over its 
subjection to the new and very powerful Emperor. With 
such animosity, even in death, the Emperor can find 
neither peace nor rest. Instead, an army must be 
painstakingly crafted, all facing the anger’s direction, ready 
for attack to protect the now deceased Emperor. 
 
But it goes beyond an army. A whole city is made 
underground. An entire entourage of tomb-dwellers is 
created; there are clowns, animals, and servants.  A river 
of silver made from mercury runs through the vast 

complex, giving the whole scenario a peaceful and calming effect. The stars of the night sky are painted on the ever-
reaching ceiling above, as to remind the dead of the night that lies just above the ground. Surely this is a fitting end for a 
great Emperor. 
 
If this sounds like the stuff of fiction, it is not. While 
most people are familiar with the terra-cotta army 
found in China in 1974, most of the West still vastly 
underestimates its magnitude. Located in central China, 
just 30 miles west of the present metropolis of Xi’an 
(population of eight and a half-million people), the first 
hints of the army was found by farmers digging for 
wells in the dry, arid land that is central China. 
 
Three pits have been extensively excavated and contain 
the bulk of the statues so far discovered. Archaeolo-
gists know a series of underground vaults exist adjacent 
to the pits not yet excavated, with evidence for up to 
600 total pits in the area. Interestingly, because water is 
pumped mainly from wells in the area, small terra-cotta 
pieces had been found many times before by farmers 
digging wells. Prior to 1974, most thought these were 
simple pieces of pottery, widely considered to be 
unimportant. 
 

 
China Terracotta Horse & Chariot found during excavations,  
Maxi-card of Scott 2278,  issued June 20, 1990 
 

(cont’d pg 3) 
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From the Editor:     
As I was putting the finishing touches on the Queen of 
Sheba, I opened a magazine to find an article about the war 
that has been going on there for some time and was 
distressed to find that by the time my article would be 
published (a month later), Yemen’s UNESCO sites (4 of 
them) would not be recognizable.  So much destruction!  As 
stated in the magazine Current World Archaeology “. . . 
historic Sana’a is not alone: Yemen’s other two sites on the 
UNESCO List of World Heritage Sites, the old walled city 
of Shibam and the historic town of Zabid have also been 
damaged and reclassified onto the “List of World Heritage 
in Danger.”  Over the past year emergency steps have been 
taken by Yemeni heritage organizations and UNESCO to try 
to safeguard cultural sites in Yemen but only time will tell 
what remains in another year. 
 
As I write this it is time for yet another stamp show.  I hope 
I find something to buy at this one.  I only purchased US 
new issues at NY2016, everything was so overpriced.  
Washington 2006 had some good bargains but nothing was 
available in NYC.  I hope Boston 2026 is better, though by 
that time.   
 
Gosh!  Is it another Dues Season already?!  Attention, New 
Members who joined at or around the show in NYC.  Drop 
me a note reminding me not to cut you for 2017.   
 
Right now there is a Universal Postal Union Congress taking 
place in Istanbul, Turkey.  Under discussion are the 
international rates for mail from the United States.  It costs 
half as much to send a letter from China to the US than 
from the US to China.  Postage to Canada used to be 20c 
more than local US postage, now it is double.  I had hoped 
to know something before sending the renewals but I doubt 
anything will be done regarding international postage rates 
until July 1, 2017.  The US is fighting to keep their rates high 
and to be reimbursed by other postal services at US rates. 
 
As mentioned in the July issue, I attended a meeting of the 
UPU concerning the future of philately.  I just read that the 
APS is planning a similar program at their HQ later this 
month.  It seems there is much concern about the drop in 
young collectors.   This is not an isolated phenomenon but 
is taking place across the hobby industry, whether it is 
stamps, coins, trains, photography, quilting, even the arts 
have been hit.  I believe this is due to the extreme change in 
lifestyle, not only in the US but around the world.  When 
students leave college in debit $100,000 how are they to start 
their families?  Buy a house?  Running in place leaves 
precious little resources for things like hobbies.  The loser is 
society in general.  My small town depends on volunteers 
and it does not seem in the future there will be enough to go 
around.  So enjoy your hobby, and pass it on! 

Caroline 
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But the 1974 discovery changed everything. With it, this area became 
noted as one of the great archaeological discoveries of the 20th century, 
and by 1979 a whole tourist area, complete with hotels and souvenir 
shops, had sprouted. But who did this? And why would anyone go to 
such great links in order to make something that is surely to be buried 
and never enjoyed? 
 
The story begins back in the third century BC.  A young prince, Ying 
Sheng, assumes the throne of his state in central China when his father 
dies unexpectedly.  Ying Shang is only 13 years old, and relies on the 
advice of an elder statesman, Li Si.  Together they began to embark on 
an ambitious campaign to unite China.  They soon conquered their 
neighboring states, mainly to the east towards the Pacific coast. 
 

 
Soldier leading Horse, Scott #1863, issued June 
30, 1983 

 

    
China, the terracotta army, head & cavalry, Scott 1859, 1860, & 1862, Issued June 30, 1983 

 

Where they succeed,   the con-
quered people’s aristocracy is 
taken to the newly constructed 
city of palaces called Xianyang.  
There, replicas of the palaces 
where the aristocracy had come 
from had been built, possibly to 
make the transition easier and 
almost certainly to make the 
resistance in fighting less fierce. 

 

 
Mausoleum of the First Qin 
Emperor, UN Vienna, Scott #526, 
April 11, 2013 

At the same time, most archeologists agree tomb construction must have started.  
All of these figures take great manpower to create, and it has been estimated that 
up to 700,000 workers were used at any given time to construct both this palatial 
city as well as the tomb complex. This labor force rivals that of the Egyptians. 
 

Why does it seem that Qin, as Ying Sheng came to be known, was obsessed with 
his own death? A fear of death, perhaps.  Legends abound about him seeking 
eternal life by sponsoring expeditions in order to find a supposed a magical herb in 
the East China Sea. One such legend says that this magical herb can only be found 
by uncorrupted children.  With this knowledge, Qin sent several thousand children 
from their home areas towards the East China Sea in order to find this herb. None

ever returned.  Furthermore, the story goes that while out on a boat sailing to the island where he might find this 
magical herb,  Qin contracted an illness after killing a giant fish, and  died still trying to find eternal life. 

His rule was characterized by two overriding themes: conquest and 
standardization. He took over most of the surrounding areas that he knew 
of, and by the time of his death, he ruled over what essentially to him was 
his known world. After he conquered, he introduced a standardization 
process. 
 

The written script became standardized, so far-flung areas could more easily 
communicate with each other. Even measurements and weapons became 
standardized, so trade could flourish and weapons could be replaced easily 
once broken or used. This is in stark contrast to the Confucianism that had 
ruled the way of thinking before in China. With Confucianism, respecting 
the status quo and the elders was paramount.  While this encouraged peace 
and tranquility, it also inadvertently encouraged different standards in 
different areas, and regionalism became the accepted norm. 

    
Qin Dynasty Bamboo slips of Liye - 
Multiplication table & Calendar. Scott 
#4047a & b, issued Sept 13, 2012. 

cont’d pg 4 
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If there was a third and fourth theme to his rule, it obviously must have been grandeur and 
death. Qin built an incredible capital city, with hundreds of palaces, which most likely had no 
rival in the world at the time. Sadly, only a single foundation remains of this today.  The 
grandeur that persevered did so only in death, with this terra-cotta Army protecting from 
those who would rival him from the East, where he spent so much of his time in war. 
Preparing for the afterlife, Qin must have felt a profound fear and perhaps even paranoia in 
a life spent with so much time in violence.   
 

 
China, Bronze head 
from Emperor Qin's 
mausoleum, Scott 2276, 
issued June 26, 1990 

 
Part of UN FDC (New York) UN Scott 716 & 717,  
issued Nov. 19, 1997, Cancel depicts Soldier. 

 

 
Interestingly, he may have discovered a new means of mass 
production, one that was subsequently lost to the ages, and only 
rediscovered in the early 20th century: the assembly line. When 
studying the terra-cotta army, it becomes apparent that each 
major part of each soldier’s body was made separately and then 
assembled together. For instance, arms were probably made by 
those who specialized in making arms, legs by others, and the 
torso still by others. The face was made in a standard way, but 
clay was subsequently superimposed in order to give each face a 
distinctive and individual look to it. The parts were then 
assembled, forming a terra-cotta army forever guarding the 
tomb of the dead Emperor. 

What became of this incredible empire? Sadly, what becomes of all empires at one time 
or another.  Greed and rivalry, followed by insurrection, quickly became the order of the 
day after Qin died. As mentioned above, Qin died while ironically trying to find eternal 
life through magical herbs found in the East China Sea. His advisor, Zhao Gao, managed 
to bring his body back and to consolidate power before the populace knew about the 
Emperor’s sudden death.   Gao bypassed the chosen older son to take over the throne, 
and instead installed a weaker son whom Gao thought he could control. Unfortunately, 
this polarized the nation, and the enemies from the east also took advantage of the 
situation to begin insurrections. The country, suddenly hopelessly split into many 
factions, quickly descended into chaos. The Qin Dynasty lasted only four years after 
Qin’s death, with ultimately the Western Han Dynasty taking over.  

UN Vienna, Scott 322,  
issued Nov. 19, 1997 

For the Chinese, the discovery of this vast army is a mixed blessing. 
Obviously, this ancient wonder can be a source of national pride 
given that something so complex, beautiful, and sophisticated can be 
built. However, traditionally the Qin Dynasty is associated with greed 
and arrogance, two qualities not usually associated with Chinese 
civilization. For hundreds of years, Chinese school children were 
routinely taught that the Qin Dynasty represents an almost evil 
distant empire, one that deserved to be forgotten. In fact, excavation 
of the area of Qin’s palace was not done until 2003. It was only then 
discovered that the palace was actually not ever built, only the 
foundation laid. 

 

     
UN Vienna, Scott 320 & 321,issued Nov 19,1997 
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Monaco Scott #2189, 
Issued Dec 2, 2000 

 
This brings us to new and interesting questions about the veracity of the other stories of 
the Qin Dynasty. However, many of them may have to remain unanswered for 
generations to come.  The Chinese government has decided not to conduct many more 
digs of the site. It has been noted that many of the artifacts found on earlier digs quickly 
decomposed once exposed to the air. Because of this, simply digging for tourism or for 
the sake of digging is not something that the Chinese want to do. Only until technology 
allows for artifacts to be better preserved might the Chinese consider digging again in this 
area. 

 
 
Philately has certainly acknowledged the terra-cotta 
Army. Pictured are the United Nations first day covers 
issued November 19, 1997. Notice how each face is 
individualized just a bit in order to make this truly an 
army of the people. China, with Scott numbers 1859 to 
1863, also acknowledged the importance of the terra-
cotta army in their long history. While the terracotta 
army is now a World Heritage Site, it also stands to show 
the complicated history of grandeur and empire-building 
done so long ago. 
 
 

 
Image taken from cover of the UN FDC (Vienna), issued April 
11,1997 

 

 

The Old City of Sana'a 
By Caroline Scannell 
 

 

Sana'a has been inhabited for more than 2,500 years. Making it one of the oldest 
continuously inhabited cities in the world.  In the 7th and 8th centuries it became a 
major center for the propagation of Islam.  This heritage can be seen in the more than 
100 mosques, 14 hammams and over 6,000 houses, all built before the 11th century.  
 

 
Yemen, Plane over Sana’a, 
issued Jan 8,1947, Scott #C1 

 

    
Yemen, Old Sana’a,                 View of Sana'a. 
Sept 26, 1996, Scott #688        UNESCO (Paris) 1984.  
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Yemen’s history dates back over 3000 years, to the 2nd 
century BC.  It’s unique culture can be seen today in 
the architecture of towns and villages.  By the first 
century AD it emerged as a center of the inland trade 
route.  The southern Arabian peninsula was ruled from 
about 1000BC by three different civilizations, Minean, 
Sabaean and Himyarite.  These three kingdoms 
depended on the spice trade.  Frankincense, myrrh and 
other aromatics prized in the ancient world, used in 
rituals of many cultures brought great wealth to Sana’a.  

(cont’d pg 6) 
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The Old City of Sana'a 
By Caroline Scannell     (cont’d from pg 5) 
 

Described by historians, geographers and scholars of the early Islamic and medieval eras, Sana'a is associated with the 
civilizations of the Bible and the Koran. 
 

          
Palace Sana’a, 1947,     Parade Ground, Sana’a   Yemen Gate   
Scott #56                    1951  Scott #68              1956-7, Scott #87A 
 

As an outstanding example of a homogeneous 
architectural ensemble reflecting the spatial 
characteristics of the early years of Islam, the city 
in its landscape has an extraordinary artistic and 
pictorial quality.  Its multistoried buildings 
represent an outstanding response to defensive 
needs in providing spacious living quarters for the 
maximum number of residents within defensible 
city walls. The buildings demonstrate exceptional 
craftsmanship in the use of local materials and 
techniques. 

                
Sana’a, May 1,1988,Scott #476.   Mosque  Sana’a,1951,Scott #74    Sana’a issued 2003                 Eastern section of Sana'a, 1981 
              

Under the Yemeni constitution Sana’a is the capital of the country.  Although the seat of the internationally recognized 
government moved to Aden in the aftermath of the 2014-15 Yemeni coup d’etat.   In the conflict that raged in 2015, 
bombs hit UNESCO sites.   
 

             
Ancient Jewelry Ornaments, May 22, 2009,   Scott #891,  892,  893,  894,  895 
 

The old city of Sana'a, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, has an unusual density consisting 
of rammed earth and burnt brick towers several stories high which are strikingly 
decorated with geometric patterns.  The ochre color of the buildings blends into the 
earth of the nearby mountains.  Minarets pierce the skyline within the city, with gardens 
scattered between the houses, mosques, bath buildings and caravanserais.  The houses 
and public buildings of Sana'a, which have become vulnerable as a result of 
contemporary social changes, are an outstanding example of a traditional, Islamic human 
settlement.   
 

Antique Sculpture, issued Sept 26, 2003, Scott #776 >>  
 

     

 
Ancient Coins of Yemen,  May 22, 2009,  
Scott #885,  887  889 
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New Digs 

 
Bosnia Herzegovina 
(Serbian Admin.), issued 
Mar 12, 2016 

 
King Nemanjic Stefan Dragutin; died 12 March 1316 was the King of Serbia from 1276 to 
1282 and King of Syrmia(Srem) from 1282 to 1316. 
 

Serbian King from 1276 to 1282 and Saint, Dragutin was the eldest son of King Stefan Uros 
I. He married Katarina, daughter of Hungarian king Stefan V. He was the leading 
hungarophile in Serbian politics, and because of this he came in conflict with his father, from 
whom he then usurped the throne in 1276 with help of the Hungarians. He began to attack 
the Byzantine Empire but had no success. 
 

In 1282 he broke his leg while hunting and became ill.  He gave the throne to his younger  
Brother Milutin while keeping for himself the area from Rudnik to Konavle.  In 1284 he

gained from the Hungarians Belgrade, Srem, Macva, and the Bosnian areas Soli and Usora, which he ruled until 1316, 
establishing family relations with Bosnian ban Stefan I Kotromanic. He is the first of the Serb rulers who ruled from the 
capital of Belgrade. Near the end of the 13th century he expanded his territory, adding Branicevo and Kucevo. He came 
into conflict with his brother Milutin when Milutin wanted to create stronger political ties with the Byzantine Empire 
and obviously did not intend to give the throne to Dragutin's son Vladislav as agreed. The clergy calmed conflict 
between the brothers in 1313. Near the end of his life he separated from his Hungarian friends and strengthened his 
connections in Serbia. He later became a monk and changed his name to Teoktist. 
 

Bulgaria, Antique Thracian Coins,  

   
Issued Feb 26, 2016                           Issued May 10, 2016 Simeon Krastev designer 

 

   
 

Thrace is a historical & geographic 
area in southeast Europe, centered 
on the modern borders of Bulgaria, 
Greece, and Turkey. As a 
geographical concept, Thrace 
designates a region bounded by the 
Balkan Mountains on the north, 
Rhodope Mountains and the 
Aegean Sea on the south, and by 
the Black Sea and the Sea of 
Marmara on the east. The areas it 
comprises are southeastern 
Bulgaria (Northern Thrace), 
northeastern Greece (Western 
Thrace), and the European part of 
Turkey (Eastern Thrace). The 
biggest part of Thrace is part of 
present-day Bulgaria. In Turkey, it 
is also called Rumeli. The name 
comes from the Thracians, an 
ancient Indo-European people 
inhabiting Southeastern Europe. 
The indigenous population of 
Thrace was a people called the 
Thracians, divided into numerous 
tribal groups.   The region was

controlled by the Persian Empire at its greatest extent, and Thracian soldiers were known to be used in the Persian 
armies. Later on, Thracian troops were known to accompany neighboring ruler Alexander the Great when he crossed 
the Hellespont which abuts Thrace, and took on the Persian Empire itself.  The Thracians did not describe themselves 
by name; terms such as Thrace and Thracians are simply the names given them by the Greeks.  Sections of Thrace 
particularly in the south started to become Hellenized before the Peloponnesian War as a significant amount of 
Athenian and Ionian colonies were set up in Thrace before the war and Spartan and other Doric colonists followed suit 
after the war. The special interest of Athens to Thrace is underlined by the numerous finds of Athenian silverware in 
Thracian tombs. In 168BC, after the Third Macedonian war and the subjugation of Macedonia to the Romans, Thrace 
also lost its independence and became tributary to Rome. Towards the end of the 1st century BC Thrace lost its status 
as a client kingdom as the Romans began to directly appoint their kings. This situation lasted until 46CE, when the 
Romans finally turned Thrace into a Roman province.  
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New Digs 
 

 
Costa Rica, Archaeological Site Souvenir Sheet 2 different 
stamps.  Issued June 23, 2016.  The stamps depict stone sphere 
artifacts found at a dig. 

 

    
Greece, Self-Adhesive, Aristotle, issued June 23, 2016 

 
To mark the 2400th anniversary of the birth Aristotle, who 
was born in 384 BCE, Hellenic Post is issuing a 
commemorative set of stamps to honour his invaluable 
contribution to humanity. The works of the great 
Macedonian philosopher of antiquity, the student of Plato 
and the tutor of Alexander the Great, unique in range and 
influence in the history of human thought, are an integral 
and essential part of world cultural heritage.  This is the 
thinking behind UNESCO proclaiming 2016 “Aristotle 
Anniversary Year”, an initiative of the Interdisciplinary 
Centre for Aristotle Studies at the University of 
Thessaloniki, implemented by the Greek National 
Commission for UNESCO. 
 

Aristotle (384–322BC) was a Greek philosopher and 
scientist born in the city of Stagira, Chalkidice, on the 
northern periphery of Classical Greece. His father, 
Nicomachus, died when Aristotle was a child, whereafter 
Proxenus of Atarneus became his guardian.  At 
seventeen/eighteen, he joined Plato's Academy in Athens  

and remained there until the age of thirty-seven 
(c. 347BC). His writings cover many subjects – including 
physics, biology, zoology, metaphysics, logic, ethics, 
aesthetics, poetry, theater, music, rhetoric, linguistics, 
politics and government – and constitute the first 
comprehensive system of Western philosophy. Shortly 
after Plato died, Aristotle left Athens and, at the request 
of Philip of Macedon, tutored Alexander the Great 
starting from 343BC.  
  Teaching Alexander the Great gave Aristotle many 
opportunities and an abundance of supplies. He 
established a library in the Lyceum which aided in the 
production of many of his hundreds of books. The fact 
that Aristotle was a pupil of Plato contributed to his 
former views of Platonism, but, following Plato's death, 
Aristotle immersed himself in empirical studies and 
shifted from Platonism to empiricism. He believed all 
peoples' concepts and all of their knowledge was 
ultimately based on perception. Aristotle's views on 
natural sciences represent the groundwork underlying 
many of his works. 
  Aristotle's views on physical science profoundly shaped 
medieval scholarship. Their influence extended into the 
Renaissance and were not replaced systematically until the 
Enlightenment and theories such as classical mechanics. 
Some of Aristotle's zoological observations, such as on 
the hectocotyl (reproductive) arm of the octopus, were 
not confirmed or refuted until the 19th century. His 
works contain the earliest known formal study of logic, 
which was incorporated in the late 19th century into 
modern formal logic. 
  In metaphysics, Aristotelianism profoundly influenced 
Judeo-Islamic philosophical and theological thought 
during the Middle Ages and continues to influence 
Christian theology, especially the scholastic tradition of 
the Catholic Church. Aristotle was well known among 
medieval Muslim intellectuals and revered as "The First 
Teacher". His ethics, though always influential, gained 
renewed interest with the modern advent of virtue ethics. 
All aspects of Aristotle's philosophy continue to be the 
object of active academic study today. Though Aristotle 
wrote many elegant treatises and dialogues, Cicero 
described his literary style as "a river of gold", it is 
thought that only around a third of his original output has 
survived. 
 

Lebanon, 60th Anniversary of 
Baalbeck Festival, issued July 26, 2016 

                             (cont’d pg 9) 
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New Digs 
Lebanon, 60th Anniversary of Baalbeck Festival, (cont’d from pg8) 

The Baalbeck International Festival is a cultural event in Lebanon.  Since 1955, people from around the world have 
gone to the city of Baalbek in the Beqaa Valley of Lebanon to attend the annual festival. Classical music, dance, theater, 
opera, and jazz as well as modern world music are performed each July and August in the ancient Roman Acropolis.  
The festivals date back to the mid 20th century with the first organizing activities being held in 1955. After one year, 
President Chamoun named it the Baalbeck International Festival, which became a govern-mental institution whose goal 
was to promote tourism and Lebanese culture. The festival was held in July and August in the ruins of the Roman 
temples. In 1966, it established a drama school for the promotion of works done by Lebanese authors. After the 
Lebanese Civil War and the cessation of activities, the festival reopened for incoming spectators. Cultural events such as 
classical music, opera, jazz, modern world music, Lebanese Nights, rock and pop music as well as ballet and theater 
regained their past location with over 40,000 yearly spectators watching in the unique historic setting of Baalbek. 

 
Monaco, Centenary of 
Excavations Observatory 
Garden Cave, no date known. 

The year 2016 marks the centenary of the first excavations at the Observatory Cave in 
Monaco’s Exotic Garden. Begun in 1916, these excavations produced a major 
discovery: evidence of the earliest signs of human occupation in Monaco. Prince 
Albert I had long been convinced of the great archaeological potential of the site. The 
excavations revealed successive Palaeolithic occupations dating from 300,000 to 5,000 
years ago. This year, the Museum of Prehistoric Anthropology is planning to resume 
field activities using new methods and techniques of scientific analysis. The presence 
of prehistoric man in the vicinity of this cave has been proved by the remains of 
bones of the animals that provided them with food.  These remains also confirm the 
climatic variations which have taken place in the last 250,000 years. 

 

   
Montenegro, Roman Mosaics from Rhizon, the mosaic  
pictured is Hypnos, issued  May 21, 2016.  Above rt actual 
mosaic from Rhizon - Hypnos. 

 

The earliest mention of Rhizon dates back to the 4th century 
BCE, as the main fortress in the Illyrian state where Queen 
Teuta took refuge during the Illyrian Wars. The degree of 
Hellenization at Rhizon was very high. In Roman times, 
Rhizinium is documented as an oppidum civium Romanorum, 
and the most prosperous time for Roman Rhizinium came 
during the 1st and 2nd centuries, when huge villas were made 
in the area and the city had 10,000 inhabitants. Five mosaics 
are the most valuable remains of that period - not only for 
Risan but also for Montenegro. The invasions of the Avars 
and Slavs left the city deserted. The last reference of a bishop 
in Risan dates back to 595.  In the 10th century, the Byzantine 
emperor Constantine Porphyrogenitus includes Risan among

the inhabited towns of Travunia, while the priest of Doclea considers Rissena to be a district.  During the Middle Ages, 
Risan lost the significance it used to have in the ancient times. In the mid-15th century, Risan was referred to as a town 
of Herceg Stjepan. In 1466, the Venetians offered to give Brač island and a palace in Split to Herceg Stjepan, in 
exchange for his two towns (Risan and Novi) in the Boka Kotorska. In 1482, the Turks took Risan, together with 
Herceg Novi, from Herceg Stjepan's son Vlatko, using it as a base for its corsairs attacking Venetian shipping sailing 
from their nearby holdings of Cattaro and Perasto. 
   In 1688 Risan became Venetian as part of the Albania Veneta with the venetian name of Risano, enjoying a temporary 
economic growth. In the following centuries Risan has had the same fate as the whole of Dalmatia. It was for a few 
years during World War II part of the Kingdom of Italy in the Italian Governatorate of Dalmatia and actually it is part 
of the newly independent Montenegro.   According to the 1627 population census, Risan had 800 citizens. 570 were 
Muslims, 150 Orthodox and 80 Catholic. 
  In Greek mythology HYPNOS was the god or personified spirit (daimon) of sleep. He dwelt in Erebos, the land of 
eternal darkness beyond the gates of the rising sun, and rose into the sky each night in the train of his mother Nyx 
(Night). Hypnos was often paired with his twin brother Thanatos (Peaceful Death), and the Oneiroi (Dreams) were his 
brothers or sons.  Hypnos was depicted as a young man with wings on his shoulders or brow. His attributes included 
either a horn of sleep-inducing opium, a poppy-stem, a branch dripping water from the river Lethe (Forgetfulness), or 
an inverted torch.  His Roman equivalent was Somnus or Sopor. 
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New Digs 
 

 

<< Palestine Authority, Nativity Star, Issued March 27, 2016. 

 
The first self-adhesive stamp issued by the Palestinian Authority and meant for use on 
postcards, mainly from Bethlehem. Silver Star Marker of Jesus Birth Site at Church of 
Nativity in Bethlehem, Palestine.  This 14-point, silver star encased in a marble floor 
below an altar is in the Grotto of the Nativity. The inscription reads, “Here of the 
Virgin Mary Jesus Christ was born.” Nearby is another altar where Mary laid Him in a 
manger. Both are in an underground cave beneath the Church of Nativity within the 
Palestinian territory of Bethlehem. This oldest church in the Holy Land dates back to 
565 AD. 

 

Solomon's Pools the pools are three ancient reservoirs located 
in the south-central West Bank, immediately to the south of the 
Palestinian village of al-Khader, about 5 kilometres (3.1 mi) 
southwest of Bethlehem and near the road to Hebron.  The 
pools were part of a complex ancient water system, initially built 
between sometime around 100BCE and ca. 30 CE. At its high 
point the system was providing water to the city and Jewish 
Temple of Jerusalem, as well as to the desert fortress and town 
of Herodium.  

 
Palestine Authority, Solomon's Pools, August 8, 2016 

 

 

<<  Solomon's Pools Souvenir Sheet  

 
At that time the pools were fed by two aqueducts, by several springs of 
the surrounding countryside including one situated underneath the 
lower pool, as well as by rainwater that descended from the 
overlooking hills. The pools acted as a storage and distribution facility, 
with the two feeder aqueducts bringing water to the pools from hills to 
the south. The collected water was then distributed by two other 
aqueducts leading from the pools northwards to Jerusalem, plus 
another one heading eastwards to the Herodium. Traces of all five 
initial aqueducts have been found. 

 

The Mount Athos is a mountain and a peninsula on the North of Eastern Greece, 
it’s the largest center of Orthodox monasticism in the world, autonomic 
community of 20 Eastern Orthodox monasteries in direct spiritual jurisdiction of 
the Patriarch of Constantinople (since 1312). For many centuries, the Mount 
Athon played a very important role in the development of spiritual and cultural life 
of Russia. The first known written mention of Russian monasticism on The 
Mount Athos refers to 1016, when it was built the monastery of Ksilurgu with a 
Church dedicated to the Dormition of the mother of God. In the XII century a 
new monastery of the St Panteleimon (now — Old or mountain Rusik) was 
available to Russians. The monastery was built on the shores of a small Bay on the 
South-West Peninsula. The monastery treasures are unique, there are the library 
containing over 20,000 ancient books and manuscripts, and a few precious relics, 
among them the relics of St. Panteleimon and the miraculous icon of the Mother  

 
Russia, 1000 Years in Mount  
Athos, issued August 9, 2016  

of God, which was called Jerusalem.  In 2016 celebrated a significant event dedicated to the 1,000th anniversary of the 
Russian attendance on the Mount Athos. 
  An Orthodox spiritual centre since 1054, Mount Athos has enjoyed an autonomous statute since Byzantine times. The 
'Holy Mountain', which is forbidden to women and children, is also a recognized artistic site. The layout of the 
monasteries (about 20 of which are presently inhabited by some 1,400 monks) had an influence as far afield as Russia, 
and its school of painting influenced the history of Orthodox art.  Mount Athos has an enormous wealth of historic, 
artistic and cultural elements preserved by a monastic community that has existed for the last twelve centuries and 
constitutes a living record of human activities. The postage stamp features the picture of D.A. Belyukin "The Russian 
monastery of the St Panteleimon on the Mount Athon" (1997). 
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New Digs 
  

Zaporizhia, or Zaporozhye is a city in southeastern Ukraine, situated on the banks of the Dnieper 
River. It is the administrative center of the Zaporizhia Oblast.  Archaeological finds in the area 
suggest that Scythian nomads were living there two to three thousand years ago. The Scythians 
were replaced in time by Khazars, Pechenegs, Cumans, Tatars, and Eastern Slavs. The trade route 
from the Varangians to the Greeks passed through Khortysia island in old times. In 1552 Dmytro 
Vyshnevetsky erected wood-earth fortifications on the island Mala Khortytsia in the Dnieper 
River near the island Khortytsia. These fortifications were a prototype of the Zaporizhian Sich. 
The Sich was a strong hold of the Cossacks who lived south of the rapids of the Dnieper on the 
border of the Polish–Lithuanian Rzeczpospolita and the Grand Duchy of Moscow.  In 1921, the 
name was changed to Zaporizhia (Zaporozhye), literally meaning beyond the rapids, alluding to the 
rapids which used to exist on the Dnieper River at the time, before the construction of the 
Dnieper Hydroelectric Station in 1932. 

Ukraine, The Beauty and Greatness of Ukraine, Zaporizhzhia Region, >>  
Stone Baba (Stele) One of a set of 4, issued January 15, 2016. 

 

 
Ukraine, 
Zaporizhzhia 
Region, Stone 
Baba  

 

 

   
Uzbekistan, Great Silk Road, 2 stamps with  
Souvenir Sheet. Issued May 30, 2016.   

 
 
JSC "Uzbekistan Pochtasi" prepared by the Ministry of 
Development of Information Technologies and 
Communications of the Republic of Uzbekistan put into 
circulation May 23, 2016 a series of postage stamps "Great Silk 
Road".  The series consists of two stamps and one souvenir 
sheet. On stamps depict architectural monuments of cities 
through which the Great Silk Road in the XI-XIX century. On 
the mail box is a map of the Great Silk Road. On the postage 
block stamp depicts a historical fortress "Ark" in the city of 
Bukhara. On top of the souvenir sheet inscription in the Uzbek 
language in the Latin alphabet "Great Silk Road".  Postage 
stamps and souvenir sheet multicolored, Designed by 
Yusupaliev U.  

 
 

 
 
New Digs Update 

 
Uruguay issued March 16, 2016 Scott #2547  
Celebrating the Centenary of the Greek  
Community in Uruguay. 

 
 

 
Surinam, Polynesian Culture, Easter Island,  
block of 6.  No information known, postal  
site is under construction. 
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Archaeology Today 
Skeleton Pulled From the Antikythera Shipwreck Could Give Clues to Life Aboard the Vessel 
Archaeologists hope to analyze DNA taken from a skeleton found among the wreckage.  For years, a famous shipwreck 
off the coast of the Mediterranean island of Antikythera has provided archaeologists with all manner of artifacts, from 
statues to the ever-puzzling clock-like mechanism. The ship's remains were discovered by Greek sponge divers back in 
1900 and has yielded an impressive stream of treasures. The latest recovery from the ship: a human skeleton, and 
archaeologists are hoping to analyze its DNA to gain insight into the passengers aboard this ship of treasure. On 
August 31, researchers diving in the wreck uncovered several bones from the remains of a skeleton buried in the 
seafloor under more than a foot of pottery shards. Since its discovery, they have retrieved a skull, part of a jaw with 
teeth, and bones from the arms, ribs and legs, Olivia Quintana reports for the Boston Globe. Even more of the skeleton 
remains buried, yet to be excavated. 
  “This is the most exciting scientific discovery we’ve made here,” WHOI researcher Brendan Foley tells Ian Sample 
for The Guardian. “We think he was trapped in the ship when it went down and he must have been buried very rapidly 
or the bones would have gone by now.”  The shipwreck is perhaps best-known for the discovery of the so-called 
“Antikythera mechanism,” a remarkably intricate clockwork device that researchers believe ancient Greek sailors used 
to model the movements of the moon and sun. But it is far from the only artifact retrieved from the wreckage, Jo 
Marchant reports for Nature News. For more than a century, researchers have trawled the remains of the long-sunken 
merchant ship for items that could reveal new information about life in ancient Greece and the other cultures of the 
Mediterranean.  This latest find, however, is particularly special. While researchers frequently find goods like pottery, 
coins and other antiquities aboard shipwrecks, finding human remains preserved underwater for so long is 
remarkable and requires very specific conditions to occur, Marchant reports. Most times, the bodies of shipwrecked 
sailors are washed away by currents or eaten by fish. While bones have been retrieved from more recent shipwrecks, 
dating back to the 16th and 17th centuries, only a handful of human remains have ever been found in ancient 
shipwrecks. 
  "Against all odds, the bones survived over 2,000 years at the bottom of the sea and they appear to be in fairly good 
condition, which is incredible," Hannes Schroeder, a DNA researcher with the Natural History Museum of Denmark in 
Copenhagen, says in a statement.  Human remains were previously discovered in the wreckage back in 1976, but this is 
the first time bones have been found in the shipwreck since DNA testing technology was developed and refined. The 
researchers are now hoping to get permission from the Greek government to transfer the bones to Schroeder’s lab in 
Denmark, Sample reports. While it’s unclear whether the remains contain any DNA intact enough to analyze, the DNA 
could  yield  a  wealth  of  information  about  the  long-dead  sailor,  including sex,  age, ethnicity and even appearance. 
“Human remains have started to become a source of information that can tell us incredible things about the past,” 
Schroeder tells Sample. “Even with a single individual, it gives us a potentially great insight into the crew. Where did 
they come from? Who were these people?” 
By Danny Lewis, smithsonian.com, September 20, 2016 

 
Amateur Archaeologist Discovers Significant Amount of Scotland's Ancient Rock Art 
Musician and avid walker George Currie has catalogued 670 pieces of prehistoric rock art in the Highlands.  Anyone 
flipping through the reports submitted to Archaeology Scotland’s Discovery and Excavation in Scotland will encounter one 
name again and again and again. That’s because over the last 15 years, George Currie, music teacher and former lead 
guitarist to the band Darts, has cataloged more than 670 carvings created by stone age and bronze age Highlanders. 
  Considering there are about 6,000 carved rocks throughout Britian and 2,500 in Scotland, it’s a huge percentage for 
one man to discover, reports Dalya Alberge at The Guardian. Currie, 66, makes his discoveries during long walks he 
takes a couple times a week in the wild moorlands outside his home in the city of Dundee, Scotland, and nearby 
Perthshire. Wandering the vast, empty expanses he searches for rock outcrops he navigates using a compass and GPS 
and takes photos of the rock art, later submitting them to Discovery and Excavation.  
  Researchers say that the significance of much of the art remains murky, according to the BBC. Most of them are cup 
marks, shallow circular depressions, with rings or grooves surrounding them. Similar markings appear across Britain and 
mainland Europe, likely dating between 4,000 and 2,000BC. They could be territorial markings, star maps, tribal 
symbols or even just graffiti created by lonely shepherds. 
  Currie’s passion for the carvings began when he stumbled across an unrecorded piece of art a decade and a half ago 
just six feet from a previously studied site. “I suddenly realized that all these things hadn’t been recorded and hadn’t 
been discovered,” he tells Alberge. “I made a determined effort to find some more.”  One of his most significant 
discoveries was a large stone with more than 90 circular cup marks on it found on the flanks of Ben Lawers, the highest 
mountain  in  the  southern  part  of  the  Scottish  Highlands.  Some  of  the depressions still bear the tool marks of the  

(cont’d pg 13) 
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Archaeology Today 
Amateur Archaeologist Discovers Significant Amount of Scotland's Ancient Rock Art     (cont’d) 
original carvers. “I find them fascinating. They can be 5,000 years old. There is no way we can tell what is going on, but it 
is obviously something very important to the people who made them,” Currie told The Scotsman at that time. “They are 
very mysterious. It is like a message from thousands of years ago.”  Now, all of Currie’s finds will be included in a new 
research project. The preservation group Historic Environment Scotland recently announced that they are beginning a 
five-year project to record all the known prehistoric carvings in Scotland. They will take 2-D and 3-D images of the 
carvings for a new research database.  Currie will continue his rock-art rambles and continue contributing to the project. 
He says the best time to find the divots and spirals is on winter mornings when the low angle of the sun produces more 
shadows. During the summer, he says, you can walk right by a carving in the bright light and never see a thing. 
By Jason Daley , smithsonian.com, September 19, 2016 

 
Tale of the Tusks: Discovery of Intact Mmammoth Skull Raises Questions 
A team of scientists on a California island are brushing away centuries of dirt and trying to uncover mysteries of human 
migration and mammoth extinction with a unique fossil discovery.  "This is a fantastically complete mammoth skull and 
in great condition," Monica Bugbee, a member of the project, told CNN about the discovery on Santa Rosa Island.  "It 
is likely the best-preserved mammoth skull, Columbian or pygmy, to be recovered from the Channel Islands. The size 
of the skull is quite interesting," she said Wednesday. 
  What's piqued the scientists about the skull unearthed this week is it's not big enough to qualify as a Columbian 
mammoth and not small enough to be a pygmy.  The pygmy mammoths, just 4 to 6 feet tall, roamed the island's grass 
lands and forests during the Pleistocene era, according to the National Park Service, which manages the islands.  "This 
(skull discovery) opens the possibility that this mammoth was intermediate in size between the two species," Bugbee 
said. "It could represent a transitional animal, somewhere on the way to becoming a completely dwarfed pygmy 
mammoth."  The National Park Service and Bugbee's Mammoth Site of Hot Springs, South Dakota, made the 
discovery.  The U.S. Geological Survey dated charcoal samples next to the skull to 13,000 years ago.  This places the 
mammoth at about the same time as Arlington man, believed to be the oldest human remains in North America, found 
on the very same Santa Rosa Island.  The scientists say one of the questions is whether the humans and mammoths 
ever coexisted on the island. 
"There's a possibility the mammoths died out before humans arrived and it's possible humans caused their extinction, 
hunted them to extinction," said geologist Dan Muhs of the U.S. Geological Survey.  "But there's a third possibility that 
at the end of the last glacial period, mammoths could have been under stress with limited food resources with sea levels 
rising at the islands. Then the arrival of humans delivered the final blow." 
  The National Park Service reports the mammoth skull, a scapula and a tooth turned up in an eroding stream bank on 
the 53,000-acre island.  Muhs recorded another rare find: mammoth footprints.  The dig team also consisted of 
paleontologist Justin Wilkins from the Mammoth Site and retired National Park Service archaeologist Don Morris. 
Scientists nicknamed the mammoth Larry to honor their late distinguished colleague, Larry Agenbroad, a world leader 
in paleontology. 
By Paul Vercammen, CNN, Thu September 15, 2016 
 
Austria and Turkey Are Butting Heads Over an Archaeological Dig 
Turkish authorities have shut down a major dig early due to international tensions.  As easy as it can be to imagine that 
archaeological discoveries are above the political fray, in reality that is often far from the case. Aside from the long 
history of different groups of people appropriating, stealing or even destroying artifacts and monuments as a show of 
power, modern archaeologists usually have to deal with the tricky politics that come with traveling to foreign countries 
and digging into the ancient history of the region. Now, a major dig in Turkey sponsored by an Austrian institute at a 
Turkish has been shut down early as the two countries continue an ongoing political squabble. 
  The ruins of the ancient Greek colony of Ephesus have been a popular place for tourists to visit, as well as an ongoing 
site for archaeological research. For decades, researchers working with the Austrian Archaeological Institute (AAI) have 
conducted annual excavations, continuing to dig up all sorts of artifacts. However, officials from the Turkish Ministry 
of Culture and Tourism ordered the scientists to stop working at the end of August—two months before they were 
originally scheduled to finish, Turkish news site the Hurriyet Daily News reports.  “This is a major shock,” Sabine 
Ladstätter, the director of the AAI and excavation leader, tells Erik Stokstad for Science magazine. 
  The dig’s cancelation comes at a time of rising tensions between Turkey and Austria over Turkish president Recep 
Tayyip Erdoğan’s often-brutal tactics toward silencing local dissent. Last month, Austrian Chancellor Christian Kern 
called Turkey’s ongoing negotiations on joining the European Union a “diplomatic fiction,” to which Turkey responded  
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Archaeology Today 
Austria and Turkey Are Butting Heads Over an Archaeological Dig     (cont’d) 
by recalling its ambassador, Garry Shaw reports for The Art Newspaper. Considering that Austrian archaeologists have 
taken the lead on studying Ephesus since 1895, Shaw writes, the decision is being seen as another step in their 
increasingly-fractured relationship.  “I regret this decision very much because it mixes politics and science, and is 
inconsistent with the partnership that we have fostered in Ephesus for many years,” Austrian science minister Reinhold 
Mitterlehner said in a statement. “With this step, the freedom of science is continuing to decline.” 
  While the AAI archaeologists had completed their excavation work, they had planned on helping restore and prepare 
the ancient monuments in time to weather the upcoming winter. Instead of helping secure the site, more than 100 
archaeologists had to rush to close down their operation and pack up their materials with just three days of notice. With 
tensions continuing to rise between Turkey and Austria, there’s no clue as to whether the researchers will be allowed to 
return next year, either. 
By Danny Lewis,  smithsonian.com,  September 9, 2016 
 

This Maya Document, Long Considered a Fake, is Americas' Oldest Manuscript 

 
This is an image from the Grolier Codex, the 
oldest known manuscript in ancient America. 
 

An ancient Maya document, long dismissed as a fake, is not only 
the real thing, but it's the oldest-known book in the Americas.  
Researchers believe the Grolier codex dates back to the early 13th 
century. The way they reached that conclusion is fascinating.  The 
Grolier codex is actually a fragment of a larger manuscript, said 
Stephen Houston, co-director of the Program in Early Cultures at 
Brown University. Houston helped verify the codex's 
authenticity. The codex has 10 painted pages of iconography 
associated with Maya rituals and a calendar that charts the 
movement of Venus. It was probably used by priests in 
conducting rituals and determining when to wage war. 
  The Maya built an civilization that stretched through Central 
America, reaching its peak around the 6th century.  They built

great stone cities and made huge strides in agriculture, hieroglyph writing, mathematics and astronomy.  But by 900AD most 
of the civilization's cities -- located in present-day Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras and southern Mexico -- had been 
abandoned, although some cities held on for a few hundred more years.Reasons for this decline remain something of a 
mystery for historians.  The Grolier Codex was found in a cave in Chiapas, Mexico, in the 1906s by looters and sold to a 
wealthy Mexican collector -- before it turned up in an exhibition in New York in 1971. One anthropologist at the time 
declared to The New York Times that the codex would change how the Maya religion was viewed. Many other scholars 
weren't so convinced and deemed it a first-class forgery. It ended up back in Mexico, in the basement of the National Museum 
in Mexico City. 
  Researchers at the time theorized that forgers "had enough knowledge of Maya writing and materials to create a fake codex at 
the time the Grolier came to light," according to the Brown University news release. The manuscript also differed from other 
known Maya codices because it had more illustrations than text, which was unusual. And the fact that looters, not 
archeologists, found the manuscript made many scientists even more skeptical about its origins. 
How did they prove it was real?  Houston's team approached the mysteries of the manuscript like investigators digging into a 
cold case. They put a fresh set of eyes on anything they could get their hands on related to the codex, including re-examining 
the practices of Maya painters and reviewing how the Maya made paper. 
"It became a kind of dogma that this was a fake," Houston said. "We decided to return and look at it very carefully, to check 
criticisms one at a time."  Carbon dating of the manuscript's paper dates it to the 13th century, the team determined, making it 
older than other known Maya codices. They also believed that the thin red sketch lines underneath the manuscript's 
illustrations and the "Maya blue" pigments used in them were also authentic.  They note that all six items in the cave where the 
codex was found -- including a small wooden mask and a sacrificial knife with a handle shaped like a clenched fist -- had 
already been deemed authentic.  They also thought about what a forger in the 20th century would have had to do and know in 
order to make an acceptable fake:  "He or she would have to intuit the existence of and then perfectly render deities that had 
not been discovered in 1964, when any modern forgery would have to have been completed," the release says. They would 
have to "correctly guess how to create Maya blue, which was not synthesized in a laboratory until Mexican conservation 
scientists did so in the 1980s; and have a wealth and range of resources at their fingertips that would, in some cases, require 
knowledge unavailable until recently."  Houston said "there can't be the slightest doubt that the Grolier is genuine."  The paper 

on the work of Houston's team is published in the journal Maya Archaeology. 
By Doug Criss, CNN,  Thu September 8, 2016 
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Archaeology Today 
 

DNA Analysis Reveals What Ötzi the Iceman Wore to His Grave 
Since 1991, when the 5,300-year-old mummy commonly known as Ötzi was discovered atop a mountain in the Italian Alps, 
researchers have studied every inch of his remarkably preserved remains. Scientists have uncovered hints as to what he ate, 
how he lived, diseases he suffered from and even how he died. 
  While Ötzi’s frozen body has provided a wealth of knowledge about the lives of ancient Copper Age Europeans, there are 
still many limits to what researchers can learn about him. Of particular interest is the species of animals that lent their hides 
for Ötzi to wear. After being frozen in ice for millennia, the hair and leather samples are too damaged for archaeologists to 
analyze with standard DNA techniques. But using new analysis methods, scientists have unlocked a trove of information from 
the Copper Age man. They describe their results in a study published today in the journal Scientific Reports.  “Just based on the 
hair or just based on the type of leather, it’s not easy sometimes to come down to the species level,” microbiologist Frank 
Maixner, one of the study’s authors, tells Smithsonian.com. “It was clear to have a little bit more insight, we had to go for the 
DNA.”  In order to learn more about Ötzi’s fashion choices, Maixner and his colleagues at the European Academy of 
Bozen/Bolzano (EURAC) used a form of DNA analysis that relies on markers found in mitochondrial DNA. While most 
DNA is stored in chromosomes within cells, mitochondria contain a tiny piece of their own DNA. It’s a small fraction of the 
total human genome, but for the scientists, it was enough to pinpoint several animals that Ötzi turned into specific pieces of 
clothes. 
  Ötzi’s shoes are made from cattle leather, which Maixner believes may have been chosen because it is hardier than other 
materials. Meanwhile, the mummy’s black-and-white-striped coat is made from sheep, which would have provided Ötzi with 
the most warmth compared to other available types of leather. His attire is also crafted from non-domesticated animals, 
including a deerskin quiver and a bearskin hat. Not only does it appear that the different materials were chosen with a specific 
purpose in mind, but they were also repaired using the same kind of materials instead of whatever leathers Ötzi had lying 
around. 
  “It’s not chaotic,” Maixner says. “It’s really ordered, there’s a structure, there’s a fashion, in my eyes.”  Now that Maixner and 
his team have tested this method for analyzing Ötzi, they hope to use it to test other materials found with the mummy without 
contaminating it or further damaging it. They also hope to find a sample that still contains nuclear DNA, which will allow for 
an even more detailed molecular analysis of the iceman’s body and his belongings.  "It’s a nice study [showing] how far we can 
get with this modern technique," Maixner says. "We do not need much sample material, and we can really retrieve such 
interesting information. We just have to not forget that we can get even further into the details." 
By Danny Lewis, smithsonian.com,  August 18, 2016 
 

Scientists Find Cancer in Million-Year-Old Fossil 
Cancer may not be so modern after all.  Though we typically think of it as a new affliction attributed to bad habits, bad luck or 
longevity, a surprising discovery has revealed that the disease existed in human ancestors more than a million years ago.  
Scientists have found evidence of cancer in a foot bone and spine from two ancient hominin specimens in South Africa. The 
foot fragment is approximately 1.7 million years old and the vertebrae almost 2 million years old.  
  To put it in perspective, before these finds, the oldest dated possible tumor in a human was only 120,000 years old. That's a 
huge difference and vastly expands our recorded timeline of the disease.  A team of scientists from the the University of the 
Witwatersrand's Evolutionary Studies Institute and the South African Centre for Excellence in PalaeoSciences made and 
recorded the discoveries, and they say the bones provide a direct link over millions of years of human evolution.  
  In fact, you'd never know that the cancer evidence in the foot bone was from prehistoric times, says Edward John Odes of 
Wits University's School of Anatomical Sciences. "We tested this particular bone with a known modern human osteosarcoma 
specimen, and it looked identical," he said. "Millions of years old, and you wouldn't be able to tell it apart." Therein lies a 
tantalizing mystery: In the time since that nameless unlucky soul got bone cancer, massive evolutionary changes have occurred. 
Things changed. Humans changed. Why didn't the cancer?  
  Scientists don't have the answer. "What we do have is that these types of cancers existed so many years ago, and we are 
seeing the same thing today." Odes said. "Normally, in an evolutionary biological situation, you'd see change." Up until now, 
researchers and scientists have held to a tacit assumption that cancer didn't exist in humans this far back in history. Now that 
there is proof that it does, the understanding of cancer's origins and processes will evolve as well.  
"This kind of research changes perceptions of cancer," said Patrick Randolph-Quinney of the University of Central 
Lancashire. "The takeaway is the notion that cancer is a huge continuous problem in the developed world. Even if we have 
very healthy, perfect lifestyles we still have the capacity for cancer. It is an inherent part of our evolutionary process."  Many 
modern cancers have all sorts of variables. "These days, we have cancers that are entirely new, brought on by obesity and diet, 
alcohol, smoking," Randolph-Quinney said. "There is a direct causal link." 

(cont’d pg 16) 
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Archaeology Today 
Scientists Find Cancer in Million-Year-Old Fossil  (cont’d) 
The tumors found in the ancient bones were primary osteogenic cancers, which means there weren't any environmental 
factors, or variables, to account for their existence. These types of cancers obviously still exist today, so their existence could 
provide a constant of sorts. "There has to be something else that's (causing cancer)," Odes said. "We don't know know what it 
is at this stage. We know the capacity for malignancy is ancient. We also know that there are mechanisms that bring these 
tumors and cancers. The question is, how can we apply these mechanisms to understand the evolution of cancer from ancient 
times into this modern world?" 
By AJ Willingham, CNN,  Fri July 29, 2016  
 

Behold LUCA, the Last Universal Common Ancestor of Life on Earth 
New discoveries suggest life likely descends from the inhospitable environment of deep sea vents.  In the last few years, DNA 
analysis has allowed researchers to redraw the tree of life in incredible detail, but there’s always been a question mark at the 
base of the tree. While it’s unlikely that researchers will ever find the exact species that started it all, they recently came up with 
a pretty good description of LUCA, the Last Universal Common Ancestor of all of Earth's creatures, sometimes referred to as 
microbial Eve. 
  Life as we know it is currently divided into six kingdoms: plants, animals, fungus, protists, eubacteria and archaebacteria. The 
first four belong to the a domain known as eukaryotes, sporting cells with distinct nuclei. The other two kingdoms, eubacteria 
and archaebacteria are single-celled organisms without a distinct nucleus. All of them evolved from a single-celled ancestor 
that lived about 4 billion years ago when Earth was celestial baby.  After all those billions of years of change, LUCA’s 
fingerprints are still visible in the genes of modern organisms. That’s why William Martin, an evolutionary biologist at Heinrich 
Heine University in Düsseldorf, Germany, set out to study LUCA's trail in the genes of bacteria and archaea, the two groups 
researchers believe became eukaryotes. 
  Tracking genes in bacteria is particularly difficult because they can swap genetic material, making it hard to discern whether 
the single-celled organisms received a gene from an ancestor or picked it up from another species along the evolutionary road, 
reports Robert F. Service at Science. So Martin and his team decided to search for genes shared by at least two species of 
modern bacteria and two archaea, an indicator that the gene was likely inherited and not an evolutionary hitchhiker. 
  The researchers combed through DNA databanks, analyzing the genomes of 2,000 modern microbes sequenced over the last 
two decades. From six million total genes, they found 355 gene families that were widespread among the microbes, which 
means they were likely to be genes LUCA passed down. They published their results in Nature Microbiology.  LUCA’s genes are 
those of an extremophile organism that likely lived in an area where seawater and magma meet on the ocean floor, known 
as hydrothermal vents, reports Nicholas Wade at The New York Times. Similar creatures still haunt these environments among 
the toxic plumes of sulfides and metals. And many researchers already believe this is where life first began.  “I was 
flabbergasted at the result, I couldn’t believe it,” Martin tells Michael Le Page at New Scientist. “It’s spot on with regard to the 
hydrothermal vent theory.” 
  The genes show that LUCA lived in habitat with no oxygen, Service writes. It also fed on hydrogen gas, meaning it was likely 
an organism that lived near super-heated volcanic vents where hydrogen gas was likely produced. LUCA’s lifestyle is similar to 
two types of microbes that researchers have uncovered, the anaerobic bacteria in the genus clostridium and the hydrogen 
gobbling archaea in the methanogens group, James Lake, an evolutionary biologist at UCLA tells Service 
  But not everyone is convinced that the hydrogen gobbling vent-dweller Martin uncovered is really LUCA. John Sutherland of 
the University of Cambridge in England, whose research suggests the origins of life began on land and not deep in the ocean, 
tells Wade that life could have developed elsewhere and then been shoved down into places like hydrothermal vents during 
global disasters like the Late Heavy Bombardment, a catastrophic period in Earth’s history between 4 billion and 3.8 billion 
years ago in which the planet was reshaped by a shower of asteroids and comets. 
  In fact, he argues that basic chemistry shows life likely originated in pools of water on land, Darwin’s “warm little ponds.” 
Ultraviolet light from the sun, which does not reach down to hydrothermal vents, he argues, is a key element in that chemistry.  
More research is necessary for scientists to unravel the twisting branches of the tree of life and to determine if Martin’s LUCA 
is a super-great aunt or the microbial Eve. 
By Jason Daley, smithsonian.com, July 26, 2016  
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